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Motivations & Project goals
● Runners during the pandemic.
● Over 60 million runners in the U.S.
● Reality of research about runners compared to pedestrians, cyclists.
● Develop an agent-based models to generate daily activities for a population of people. 
● Specifically, runners and a set of routes that typical runners would take on their daily runs. 
● A heat map automatically created at the end to compare with the Strava heat map. 




● MESA framework: Agent-based 
modeling in Python 3+
● Grid World
● Types and preferences










● Number of 
agents: 10
● Distance goal: 
100 grid cells
● Runner type: 
1 or 2
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Brentwood - Darlington, Portland
Source: Google Maps. OSMnx network.
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Modeling Assumptions (1) 
A study about recreational runners this year [1]:
● Prefer to run on asphalt/paved surfaces with routes that are well-lit, quiet and have few 
intersections.
● Men value the continuity of the road and having pedestrian safety in place.
● Women value more access to green and blue space.
● Women worry about their safety more than men. High percentage of women want 
adequate lighting and high visibility while running.
From another study [2]:
● Women prefer to run alongside main roads to encounter more traffic rather than quiet 
roads to feel safer.
[1] N. Schuurman, L. Rosenkrantz, and S. A. Lear, “Environmental Preferences and Concerns of Recreational Road Runners,” 
International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health, vol. 18, no. 12, Art. no. 12, Jan. 2021, doi: 10.3390/ijerph18126268.
[2] F. Fylan et al., “Increasing conspicuity on night-time roads: Perspectives from cyclists and runners,” Transportation Research Part F: 
Traffic Psychology and Behaviour, vol. 68, pp. 161–170, Jan. 2020, doi: 10.1016/j.trf.2019.11.016. 7
Modeling Assumptions (2)
● Population: >17,000 (Statista.com). Ratio male vs female 1:1
● Fitness levels: LOW - MODERATE - HIGH - VERY HIGH.
● Average people run 3mi ~ 5km in 30 minutes → Moderate fitness group runs 5 - 7.5km 
per day.
● People run 3.9 days/week [1].
● Simulate 7 days, each agent runs 4 days a week. → Weekly distance goal of moderate 
fitness group: 20 - 30 km.
[1] N. Schuurman, L. Rosenkrantz, and S. A. Lear, “Environmental Preferences and Concerns of Recreational Road Runners,” 




[1] N. Schuurman, L. Rosenkrantz, and S. A. Lear, “Environmental Preferences and Concerns of Recreational Road Runners,” 
International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health, vol. 18, no. 12, Art. no. 12, Jan. 2021, doi: 10.3390/ijerph18126268.
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4 Types of behaviors
Preference 1: Run as 
straight as possible and 
avoid repeating routes. 
At the end of the road, 
make a turn and 
continue running.
Preference 2: Run on a 
straight road back and 
forth. There are 
possibility rates to turn 
to another road 
depending on gender 
and what type of roads 
when first start.
Preference 3: Going to the 
park to run around for a 
while before going home 
or using another 
preference to continue 
running.
Preference 4: Going home 
by following the shortest 
route. There is a possibility 
rate to use an alternative 
road on the way home.
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State machines
Fig. 1: State machine determines 
what preference runners pick.




Figure 1: Heat map from model. Figure 2: Strava heat map.
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● Simulate 7 days of a week.
● Each agent runs 4 days.
● 250 male agents and 250 female agents.
Conclusions & Contributions
● Developed an ABM model with grid world from a 
real city map.
● Encoded 4 specific behaviors of real runners to 
virtual city.
● Capability to simulate runners for 7 days a week, 1 
month, 1 year.
● Heat map showing a set of routes and level of using 
by runners.
● More behaviors could be implemented.
● Interactions between runners.
● First step to know more about runners contributing 
directly to city infrastructure planning. 
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Thank you!
Source Code:
https://github.com/quanghuyle3/Runners_Agent_Based_Model
Questions
